
Examples: it's cold indeed

It's cold, indeed.

2) we better hide this before dan comes uh oh its he ringing the bell

3) hmm its taking him so long to bake the cookies

4) on winning the award emma said my pleasure uh is beyond words

7) gosh I cant walk in such blistering heat

8) ahem would you mind if I come in asked tom
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Interjections

Rewrite the sentences by correctly punctuating the interjections.  Fix any other

punctuation and capitalization errors.

Name:

1) shh I cant hear a word of what dad is saying

5) at last mrs philips has said yes to the trip hallelujah

6) gee dad is taking me to the mall today
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Examples: it's cold indeed

It's cold, indeed.

2) we better hide this before dan comes uh oh its he ringing the bell

We better hide this before Dan comes. Uh-oh, it’s he ringing the bell.

3) hmm its taking him so long to bake the cookies

Hmm, it’s taking him so long to bake the cookies.

4) on winning the award emma said my pleasure uh is beyond words

On winning the award, Emma said, "My pleasure, uh, is beyond words."

7) gosh I cant walk in such blistering heat

Gosh, I can’t walk in such blistering heat!

8) ahem would you mind if I come in asked tom

"Ahem, would you mind if I come in?", asked Tom.
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Answer Key

Interjections

Rewrite the sentences by correctly punctuating the interjections.  Fix any other

punctuation and capitalization errors.

Name:

1) shh I cant hear a word of what dad is saying

Shh, I can’t hear a word of what Dad is saying.

5) at last mrs philips has said yes to the trip hallelujah

At last, Mrs. Philips has said yes to the trip. Hallelujah!

6) gee dad is taking me to the mall today

Gee, Dad is taking me to the mall today!
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